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Kurzfassung
Drahtlose Sensor Netzwerke - Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) - sind aufgebaut aus
kleinen eingebetteten Geräten, die kooperativ die von ihnen geforderte Anwendung implementieren. Bei diesen handelt es sich meist um manuell schwer durchführbare oder
gefährliche Aufgaben, die autonom in entlegenen Gebieten abgearbeitet werden müssen.
Die in solchen Szenarien entstehenden Kosten für den Austausch von Batterien und für
Modifikationen vor Ort übersteigen meist die Kosten, die durch die Hardware selbst entstehen. Um solchen Kosten vorzubeugen werden ressourcenschonende Verfahren bezüglich
Energie und Bandbreite benötigt.
Diese Verfahren gliedern sich typischerweise in Power-Aware Computing und Energy
Harvesting. Power-Aware Computing für WSNs bedeutet, Daten möglichst effizient zu
übertragen oder die Menge der Daten zu reduzieren um Energie zu sparen und den hohen Leistungsverbrauch des Funkmoduls möglichst selten notwendig zu machen. Energy
Harvesting beschäftigt sich hingegen damit bereits umgesetzte Energiereserven wieder
aufzufüllen. Ziel dabei ist es, die Belastung durch die Anwendung so anzupassen, dass
ein durchgehender energieneutraler Betrieb möglich ist.
In dieser Arbeit liegt der Fokus auf energieneutralen WSNs durch den Einsatz von
Energy Harvesting System (EHS) Technologie. In diesem Kontext werden Optimierungen der Netzwerkprotokolle für WSNs vorgestellt und integriert, die auf Network Coding (NC) beruhen. Lokales, autonomes, skalierbares und opportunistisches NC für WSNs
wird eingeführt. Weiters werden notwendige WSN Services und Tools vorgestellt um die
beanspruchte eigenständige Methodologie zu vervollständigen.
Der wissenschaftliche Beitrag dieser Dissertation ist dreierlei. Zuerst und vorrangig werden Lösungen zur Energieeinsparung für WSNs vorgestellt, die auf der Implementierung
informationstheoretischer Optimierungen der Kommunikation beruhen. Diese für WSNs
neuen Methoden werden unter Berücksichtigung starker Ressourceneinschränkung und Energy Harvesting entworfen und evaluiert. Weiters werden vielseitig verwendbare, effiziente
und energetisch robuste Energy Harvesting Prototypen entwickelt, getestet und mittels
Middleware-Zugängen integriert. Schlussendlich werden Neuerungen und Verbesserungen
beim Entwurf von WSN Systemen vorgestellt. Diese beinhalten Middleware Services zur
Lokalisierung, Virtualisierung von Messumgebungen, Toolchain-Entwicklung und Batteriesimulation.
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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) motes are wireless embedded devices supposed to solve a
given problem or implement an application in a cooperative manner. In many cases WSNs
are used for applications where it is not feasible to send people due to safety or reasons
of cost. This results in the need to develop cheap, autonomous and long lasting systems.
The lifetime requirement, in particular, is a stringent demand because maintenance costs
for replacing batteries can seldom be afforded. The need for minimizing system costs and
maximizing the lifetime of WSN systems most often leads to heavy resource constraints
such as limited energy and bandwidth.
There are two main ways for dealing with these issues. First, power-aware computing
techniques are optimized and employed in order to mitigate the drain of energy reservoirs.
These techniques concentrate heavily on the motes’ radio transceiver modules and the
amount of data that they are required to send, because the radio is usually the most
power-hungry component. Second, the battery-replacement problem can be tackled with
approaches utilizing an Energy Harvesting System (EHS). Enhancing motes with EHSs
may allow the replenishment of energy reservoirs and the employment of Energy Neutral
Operation (ENO).
In this thesis, the primary focus lies on establishing an ENO-capable EHS platform for
enhancing motes and a WSN middleware for optimizing the traffic on the network, given
the context of using EHS-enhancements. A hardware prototype is built and many versatile
middleware services are designed, implemented and evaluated. The main optimization
methods that are used are different types of Network Coding (NC). Therefore, localized,
autonomous, scalable and opportunistic NC are presented. Furthermore, WSN system
services, development tools and techniques are introduced for finally achieving a complete
and efficient design methodology.
The contribution of this dissertation thesis is three-fold. First, the theory of information
flows is used to optimize wireless communication systems with NC. This thesis successfully implements the approach for heavily constrained WSNs. Novel WSN optimization
methods and their detailed evaluation are presented. Second, an inexpensive and robust
EHS-enhanced mote platform, called RiverMote, is implemented with remarkable energyefficiency and Black-Out Sustainability. It is integrated with NC by means of middleware
services. Finally, further aspects necessary for WSN system development have been improved and tested with case studies. These include middleware services for localization and
hardware measurement virtualization as well as toolchain development and battery-aware
simulation experiences.
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Extended Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are expected to provide solutions for a class of problems
related to pervasive computing. WSN motes - small form factor devices - are expected to
cooperatively solve problems working in the background without actually altering contextual foreground. This paradigm is particularly apt for the demands of remotely deployed
systems that must operate autonomously. In such a context, it is important to foster
longevity - and therefore energy-awareness - in order to ensure cost-efficient applications.
Otherwise, maintenance cost for operating and fixing a system or, even worse, mission
cost for going to a remote location to replace batteries, is - in general - not economically
feasible. These preconditions lead to constraints that hold true for almost any domain in
which the broad field of WSN technology is applied. Wireless means that neither energy
infrastructure nor other hardware support will be available. This leads to the constraint of
limited energy, and it results in the need for the mote platforms to implement all functionality on their own. It further demands the employment of system-on-chips in embedded
system architectures, which is well known for providing a complex design space where
many different aspects have to be considered. Especially in the case of wirelessly networked systems of such types, the design, simulation, implementation and deployment is
a challenging task. The need for cooperative behavior and the reliable gathering of data
or receiving control information may heavily impact the available energy of the system.
This is indeed, above all, the case because the radio transceiver is the main source of
power dissipation and the wireless channel poses severe constraints on applying accurate
simulation techniques beforehand when preparing a deployment.
For implementing such systems, one needs to utilize design tools which support the
complete life cycle of a system. A special focus has to be put on energy-efficient wireless
networking and power-aware hardware platforms. Furthermore, the required ability to
implement and control the latter two aspects autonomously necessitates the prerequisite
of implementing a middleware system. A middleware systems takes care of the operation
at runtime and supplies necessary services to the end-user application. Such a distributed
system layer can further be utilized for easing the development process and abstracting
away from unwanted complexity. Especially, frequently used services and implementation
parts that are concomitantly required for a large number of applications can be integrated
to speed up the development process and make it less prone to errors.
Two efficient ways for handling the issues described above are to be elaborated upon in
greater detail and are then applied in this thesis’ context. First, power-aware computing
techniques are optimized and employed for mitigating the drain of energy reservoirs. These
techniques concentrate heavily on the motes’ radio transceiver modules and the amount
of data they have to send, because the radio is usually the most power-hungry component.
Also, unnecessary idle times of this and other modules have to be avoided. Second, the
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Figure 0.1: This figure depicts the main aspects of WSNs that are dealt with in this
thesis. In general, the TOSPIE2 methodology focuses on Network Coding
(NC) and energy harvesting middleware. It also includes hardware prototype
implementations and related essentially needed WSN services as well as tools
and methods for the WSN development life cycle.

battery-replacement problem can be tackled with approaches using an Energy Harvesting
System (EHS). Using an EHS may allow the replenishment of energy reservoirs and the
employment of Energy Neutral Operation (ENO) modes. In ENO mode, motes are able
to support a constant end-user performance through harvesting environmental energy.
Tackling energy-aware design approaches with energy-efficient communication services
and prototyping EHS-enhanced motes with a tightly coupled integration by means of middleware services, demands a broad perspective when choosing the development approach.
Figure 0.1 outlines parts of the Tiny Operating System Plug-In with Energy Estimation (TOSPIE2) [1] project and it depicts what information is needed from which parts
of a system at different times of the development life cycle. The necessity of integrating
information that is relevant for the operation and optimization of a WSN deployment
at a single instance requires a middleware system. A WSN middleware can be used for
operating the actual hardware, implementing a networking stack and offering services to
software running on motes and, all together, it may offer interfaces to an end-user or development host. WSN middleware systems might also be used for autonomously putting
a mote or network in the loop and profiling a deployment or injecting knowledge from
host-side modeling, simulation and emulation. While offline modeling and simulation are
indispensable, the possible design space cannot completely be covered before the actual
deployment. So, one of the main features of the toolchain and development setup that
has been established by TOSPIE2 is emulation support. The profiling of system characteristics under given conditions and the evaluation of real hardware including the direct
comparison to a database holding simulation characteristics can greatly reduce the complexity of the design space. It therefore supports design methodologies that are less prone
to errors and misleading assumptions [2]. The TOSPIE2 methodology is concerned with
making experiments repeatable for achieving more expressive results. This includes the
separate test of non-deterministic parts like asynchronous protocols and channel behavior.
The methodology also features component-wise testing of the system as well as the inclu-
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sion of interaction of parts that may be related to the same effects. For optimizing NC,
energy harvesting, localization and Multi-Application MiddlewAre (MAMA) services, the
expressiveness of simulation environments under use for given optimizations are regularly
compared with results from hardware measurements.
Summing up what is discussed above, this thesis’ contribution to answering research
questions can be formulated. The main contribution claim is to answer research questions
regarding NC services and energy harvesting hardware with their respective integration in
a middleware system. Side aspects that are necessary for achieving energy-aware design
methodologies, will be covered by additional contribution and evaluated with case studies. Additional contribution and the case studies are on (i) the design, implementation
and evaluation of a multi-application Virtual Machine (VM) based middleware and a (ii)
battery performance profiling and modeling approach with integration into a power-aware
simulation environment.
TOSPIE2 is built around a power state database and distributed instances of an Eclipse
plug-in including automated install routines for the plug-in and for WSN middleware and
software development toolchains. It provides interfaces to a flexible, yet accurate, hardware
measurement setup, a modified power profiling simulation environment and a proprietary
EHS simulation in Matlab.
The power state database holds power and timing values that are necessary for describing
a platform’s power states and their transient effects. All data from the database can be
written and read from all master and client components in the system. The simulation
environment and the measurement setup are extended with debugging output for precise
timing measurements of when power states are switched. This setup allows the exact
determination of mote Power State Models (PSMs), Energy Harvesting System Efficiency
Models (EEMs) and non-deterministic protocols’ effects can be characterized.
The graphical user interface can be used for comparing simulation and measurement
results as well as for tuning PSMs with the National Instruments setup that employs a
digitizer for high speed measurements and a data acquisition card for flexible measurement
setups.
Besides at least one master, there can be an arbitrary number of clients in TOSPIE2,
utilizing the same PSMs and simulation or measurement setups. Consequently, TOSPIE2
offers the opportunity to virtualize development tools and it provides the means for accessing them via the internet. For doing so, one can choose to use an existing client where
automated installation procedures are available or - as the system is designed modularly
with the use of an open architecture - novel types of clients can be designed and implemented to communicate with the Simulation and Measurement Interfacer (SiMeInterfacer).
Remotely operating virtualized measurement setups may be beneficial for cost-saving for
its user. The setup need not be operated manually and interference on the wireless channel, caused by people being present, may be greatly reduced. The SiMeInterfacer has an
open architecture that can further be extended with passive and active components.
The main contribution of implementing NC exploits the inherent overhearing of messages that are transmitted via the wireless channel. Different approaches for energyefficiency from message conservation are implemented by NC means for WSNs. These
methods include localized [3], autonomous [4], scalable [5] and opportunistic NC [6] taking into consideration side-effects to other networking approaches and interplay with other
energy-efficient and low-power techniques as well. The techniques that are designed, im-
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plemented and tested with WSN hardware are novel for this kind of technology. Scalable
Network Coding (SNC) extensions for implementing energy management [7] and embedding it into multi-path routing environments [8] are covered as well. NC service features
include robust, seamless application integration and generic applicability characteristics.
The contribution claim dealing with efficient EHS-enhanced WSNs, addresses low-power
hardware platforms supplied by efficient and also low-power EHS architectures for enabling ENO. Different EHS architectures, their measurement and characterization [9]
as well as testing distributed performance-aware tasking are implemented and evaluated.
An efficient EHS-enhanced mote called RiverMote [10] is implemented with high BlackOut Sustainability (BOS) at low cost with the established design methodology [11]. It
implements a river level monitoring service that can be used for flood warning systems.
Increased cost-efficiency and robustness are achieved by utilizing back-up procedures with
fail-safe states and efficiently designed energy storage architecture together with its BOS
of up to more than three weeks [12].
The first case study implements a business model for WSN resource sharing by means
of hardware virtualization. The implementation of a flood warning system together with
other applications is taken as a use case. Scientific dissemination is found in a middleware offering suitable interfaces for running multiple applications concurrently [13]. For
the sake of completeness further necessary system services are integrated as well. While
RiverMote implements outdoor localization with Global Positioning System, [14] implements, evaluates and tunes an accurate power-aware indoor localization system for WSNs.
Furthermore, the overhead of NC and EHS service integration in a single middleware
system is elaborated in detail [15]. Back to the MAMA, it not only allows running multiple applications on a single mote and therefore the implementation of multiple Virtual
Organizations in one single WSN. It is also extended with a multi-agent VM approach
which is introduced for providing multi-hop Over-the-Air Programming and load balancing features. The load balancing power management console utilizes agent migration to
respond to the load that has qualitatively been measured by the agents themselves. The
optimization metric can include the number of messages that are sent or the time that an
agent is active on a given mote.
This is further related to a case-study on battery performance profiling and modeling [16]. It allows modeling the actual power dissipation of a deployed system either
by emulation means or by the simulation of models that cannot be emulated in realtime with hardware. Battery performance, in particular, cannot be emulated. Therefore,
performance traces of different battery load modulation are taken with the hardware measurement setup [17] such that models can be built in ways, expressive enough, to describe
a greater number of possible load patterns. These models are then trained and the most
appropriate choices for given types of load characteristics (e.g. described by the coarse
approximation of average power dissipation and intermittent relaxation times) are implemented with an interface to the power simulation environment. Results of these models
and their transformations are applied for being implemented for battery-aware simulation
and in-situ runtime battery-modeling for embedded platforms. This allows quickly profiling mote power dissipation compared to battery performance for determining the current
status of a mote’s energy budget and balancing the load across different motes in a WSN
with the power management console.
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1 Introducing Wireless Sensor Networks
The concept of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) stems from the vision of smart dust [18]
being a platform for realizing pervasive and ubiquitous computing expected to autonomously
be operated by middleware systems [19]. Working on achieving these characteristics since
the advent of WSNs more than a decade ago in the early beginnings of the 21st century,
two main characteristics of WSNs and their developments can be observed.
First, this field of research has continuously been facing issues when it comes to actually building and deploying systems for real world scenarios. The difficulties that may
arise when implementing these wireless, embedded, distributed systems - and the need
for coping with these difficulties - have caused a large number of articles being written
in a very technical flavor especially commenting on practical considerations of real world
experiments and deployments. Therefore, when talking about WSN research, the scope is
usually not limited to the optimization of systems and their operation including optimization of the hardware, software and networking in terms of performance, power-awareness,
reliability and adaptiveness as well as more abstract considerations including mobility,
application-level needs and pervasiveness [20]. Also, a great deal of effort is put into
the development and optimization of modeling, simulation and measurement tools which
support the above mentioned needs. Doing so demands taking a broad perspective when
reasoning about WSNs as systems. Neglecting that demand, when optimizing these embedded platforms [21] which often mainly boils down to power-awareness and reliability
measures, may either keep single findings and their discussion from being expressive and
applicable, or it may render practical deployments inefficient or useless. Perhaps the most
well-known example being used to discuss that need taking many aspects into account for
fostering reliable and efficient deployments is presented in [22].
Second, in addition to implementing many monitoring and automation flavored applications, the research community dealing with WSNs has ever been searching for a killer
application ensuring an explosive upsurge in the technology. However, despite enabling
factors like energy harvesting technology and Network Coding (NC) for WSNs, the initial
vision of smart dust has not yet become true to ambiently pervade our everyday lives.
Of course, a number of applications that rely on WSNs exist today. But still, WSNs are
more often used as a playground for exploring ideas to solve resource constrained settings
in related technologies and scientific fields. A good example can be found in smartphone
technologies that can be considered to be part of a sister field of WSN research, that
is Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs). MANETs are usually composed of larger and
more complex platforms running more versatile services. The relaxed constraints and increased functionality is reflected by the complexity of MANET middleware systems, that
are rather subject to service orchestration than to service integration and communication
alone as it is most often the case for WSNs. However, smartphones, in particular, experience similar power-awareness issues like WSNs. And finally, after nearly a decade of WSN
research utilizing low-power techniques for WSNs, they are also more often implemented
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Figure 1.1: WSN motes suffer constraints in terms of limited energy and bandwidth with
an inherent need to operate autonomously. Resulting research questions are
embedded in and applicable for a wide scientific context.

in smartphones nowadays. Maybe, the situation can best be described with an excerpt
of the Coding for Life speech of Jeffrey Sharkey at the Google I/O Developer Conference
2009:
”The three most important considerations for mobile applications are, in order: battery
life, battery life, and battery life.”
From that year on, many of in-WSN-explored technologies for energy conservation have
become reality for smartphone users as well. So, despite the lack of a killer application
within the field of WSNs, research in that area provides invaluable results, especially, because there is a field for researching optimization methods in the context of cost-efficiency
in resource-constrained settings. In that sense, achievements that are made with WSNs
can be beneficial for other domains as well.
The two characteristics mentioned above deserve consideration in different aspects of
this thesis. First, completeness of different approaches and their applicability will be supported by always considering side-effects among them and specifically adding essential
related WSN middleware services and measurement or simulation approaches including
their characterization. Second, these different aspects that are to be discussed rely on similar levels of detail or abstraction. Their possible impact on other technologies and related
future work needed for realizing that is discussed in this thesis’ reminder in Chapter 5.
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Figure 1.2: WSN application costs occur at different stages of the project life cycle.

1.1 Motivation for Energy-Efficiency and Power-Awareness
When designing WSN software and hardware, a number of different aspects and their relationships have to be taken into account. However, for following a structured methodology,
this thesis employs a top-down approach, starting from overall system and development
cost in Section 1.1.1, to explore what generic needs exist in virtually any WSN and deduce necessary measures that have to be taken to counteract them. So, in order to not get
lost in the broad scientific context outlined above and depicted in Figure 1.1, this chapter
clearly outlines how tuning application performance and keeping costs low necessitates the
work shown in this thesis. It then deduces a contribution claim that covers these issues
with its scientific dissemination.

1.1.1 Maintenance Cost versus Hardware Cost
Many optimizations can be related to the conservation of cost during development, for
the physical system and its components themselves and costs of deployment and maintenance as depicted in Figure 1.2. While development costs can mainly be reduced with
suitable design and simulation tools, the system, deployment and maintenance costs are
dominated by the cost of human resources and technical equipment aside for WSN motes
alone. Therefore, the actual cost of the usually not so expensive hardware is less of a
concern compared to the mission cost for deploying a system or on-site fixing of problems.
This leads directly to the need for (i) power-aware networking as radio transmissions are
the main source of power dissipation and (ii) Energy Harvesting Systems (EHSs) to replenish drained energy budgets. Finally, for means of developing such systems and means
of reasoning about them, expressive models have to be found and tested with suitable
simulation and measurement tools. Middleware systems can be used to operate efficient
networking and harvesting schemes according to relationships that are modeled and profiled prior to deployment or in offline environments.

1.1.2 Power-Aware Networking for Wireless Sensor Networks
For reducing the average power dissipation from networking, the radio transceiver activation times - just like any other component on a mote - have to be optimized subject to first
reducing idle times and second being efficient when active. Reducing idle times of a radio
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module means utilizing efficient Media Access Control (MAC) protocols like Low-Power
Listening (LPL), while efficiency may mean the conservation of energy by implementing
information theoretical optimization for bandwidth optimization. The min-cut max-flow
theorem in [23] dictates the maximum throughput that can be achieved with NC. It is
called NC advantage. For wireless NC it is bounded by two. Novel methods for incorporating NC for WSNs are to be presented, considering side-effects with other optimizing
protocols. LPL, that may heavily interact with NC, deserves detailed considerations.
This includes configuration, evaluation and side-effect discussion, but it excludes research
for options other than the Berkeley MAC protocol that is being considered here. Other
options for power-aware networking, apart from information theory and LPL, would be
approaches like data aggregation, filtering or compression in general [24] and Uncertainty
Driven MAC or related complex clock drift estimation. Research and optimization of these
and similar approaches goes beyond this thesis’ scope.

1.1.3 Energy Harvesting Systems for Energy Neutral Operation
As a next step after power-aware operation alone, using EHS-enhanced WSNs may enable Energy Neutral Operation (ENO). Robust autonomous ENO may virtually solve
any battery replacement problem and cut out maintenance cost. The main challenges
for designing and operating EHSs are to achieve efficiency and robustness. This thesis
contributes to efficiency-by-design approaches for EHS-enhanced WSNs and models concepts for describing virtual energy management and the interaction with other services
and especially NC. The models and considerations incorporate and discuss state-of-theart algorithms for Energy Harvesting Device (EHD) power profile estimation as well as
distributed Duty Cycle (DC) negotiation. Furthermore, this thesis shall contribute to
increasing robustness through providing means for low-cost high Black-Out Sustainability (BOS). Also, a novelty that can be found in this thesis lies in taking an integrated
perspective when reasoning about NC and EHS-enhanced WSNs. A connection of these
two topics is established with applying Opportunistic Network Coding (ONC) to WSNs
that are negotiating DCs for ENO and Energy Harvesting Aware Routing (EHAR) mechanisms. State-of-the-art EHD estimation and DC negotiation options are considered as
well. Characterization and measurement of an EHS are part of the case studies that are
outlined in Section 1.1.4.

1.1.4 Design Techniques and Related Services
While the highest level of detail is to be given for NC and EHS elaborations, there is
scientific contribution to other specific aspects that are vital for WSNs as well.
Localization methods are necessary for WSN deployments where motes do not a-priori
know their position and manually programming each mote’s position exceeds the acceptable workload. Most WSN data would be useless without position information, putting it
into the right context. Furthermore, the opportunity of designing an indoor localization
system is taken for getting the mapping of simulation results to theory right.
As outlined before, there may be inconsistencies between simulation and measurement
results that make it difficult to tune applications without actually experimenting with
hardware. This does not only hold for functional constraints as described for the localization problem. It is especially true for profiling energy conservation optimization methods.
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Within the Tiny Operating System Plug-In with Energy Estimation (TOSPIE2) project,
a design tool is developed including accurate hardware measurement setups and simulation environments. The combination in a single framework allows the determination of
simulation and modeling errors along with possibilities to tune the expressiveness of single
TOSPIE2 services by means of incorporating knowledge gained from experiments with
other services.
For the hardware measurement itself, there are mainly two approaches available. First, a
hardware platform built for in-situ and self-profiling of EHD profiles and power dissipation
is discussed. Second, an accurate hardware measurement setup is implemented for profiling
Energy Harvesting System Efficiency Models (EEMs) or Power State Models (PSMs) of
WSN motes.
Two book chapters contribute to practical aspects of an energy-efficient design and life
cycle of WSNs. One of them also gives an outline of how to design, evaluate and simulate
battery models together with WSN applications for achieving more realistic results.
A multi-agent middleware built upon a Multi-Application MiddlewAre (MAMA) shall
be the last service-oriented aspect and concludes with the last spectral line of this thesis’
scientific contribution. First, it enables the mechanism of Virtual Organizations that is
known from the field of grid computing. Multiple applications may share the same distributed hardware at the same time. The middleware takes care of mapping applications
to actual hardware in the network. Also, there is usually some sort of migration technique for moving over different instances of the actual hardware in the network. Second,
this very abstract way of cost and energy conservation by concurrently using virtualized
hardware is also a possible case study for having its power management console control
load distribution. This may incorporate information from battery-aware simulation into
its metrics to allow for automated load balancing by the power management console.

1.2 Efficient WSNs: TOSPIE2 Project and Contribution Claim
Designing efficient WSNs and implementing means of optimization and interfaces for gathering needed information is accomplished under the TOSPIE2 project umbrella. This
non-commercial project aims at answering research questions and overcoming technical
hurdles related to hardware and software design. It provides support for integrated modeling, simulation and measurement environments. The separation of offline and runtime
mechanisms, profiling and data integration as well as testing and model adaptation on
harvesting platforms, motes alone or on host-based development systems is depicted in
Figure 1.3.
The setup shall allow the addressing of several issues that are apparent in many current
WSN design methodologies:
• Many frameworks exist that base their reasoning on simulation and theoretical results alone. However, there are a number of reports that show how unexpected
changes in environmental conditions or hard-to-model channel variation may impact system performance when it comes to running applications on actual hardware
instead of profiling it in simulation alone. In addition, modeling optimization strategies may give directions for improving a given mechanism, but current approaches
may usually not reliably quantify actual effects. Here, as a design rule, all work
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Figure 1.3: The TOSPIE2 project deals with different levels of abstraction at different
stages of the WSN life cycle. Offline design tools feed design space exploration
results back into the network controlled by optimized NC and EHS middleware services. EHS and hardware measurements return energy-efficiencies and
power profiles to the host environment.
that is done within the context of TOSPIE2 tries to probe accuracy of modeling and
simulation with comparison to experiments on actual hardware.
• WSNs may come in different types and the community lacks generically applicable
cost and performance metrics. The idea behind optimizations in TOSPIE2 is to be
as generically applicable as possible. Evaluation runs are set up in such a way that
worst case scenarios can be run and tests can be repeated with different platforms
and in different contexts. This is especially reflected by full overhearing in all networking tests allowing the congestion of the channel and by overhead-free options
for middleware services and host-side tools.
• WSNs are wireless embedded systems that may need to be operated under given
real-time and reliability constraints. Therefore, delay and packet loss traces from
simulation and hardware runs need to be compared. It tells a lot about how applicable a simulation tool is for profiling WSN networking optimizations. Furthermore,
embedded real-time systems should not be operated too close to their peak performance or full utilization of available memory. This may render the system unstable
to unforeseen conditions and enhancements of implementations may be almost impossible. Therefore, traces of memory consumption of actual implementations with
the Tiny Operating System (TinyOS) toolchain and profiles of timing behavior of
hardware runs compared to simulation runs should be taken. TOSPIE2 provides
the means to precisely annotate times when a switch in the PSM occurs. This is
supported for simulation as well as for hardware experiments.
• Running cost-effective EHS-enhanced WSNs in ENO may result in very low DCs.
Despite careful design approaches of such systems, changes in environmental con-
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ditions or programming errors may lead to an unstoppable decrease of energy and
result in a reset. Therefore, more control-free approaches that are efficient by design
are less prone to errors when an operating point is lost. Furthermore, long BOS
times and defined reinitialization procedures after resets may relax dependability
constraints of such systems. The RiverMote architecture, being designed under the
TOSPIE2 umbrella, adheres to these rules and succeeds with stable ENO conditions
in its hardware tests.
• Many optimizations at the networking layer are only applicable to a limited set of
radio transceiver modules, end-user applications or specific use cases and settings.
While the optimizations within the non-commercial TOSPIE2 project could have
been chosen freely, because no specific constraints had been given with respect to
how the to-be-developed middleware had to be optimized, a general information
theoretical optimization has been chosen. The resulting NC approaches are tested
under the design rules given above and show capabilities for providing energy conservation under a variety of different settings while being applicable to and portable
across different systems.

1.2.1 Contribution of this Thesis
The primary contribution with power-aware networking and energy-efficient platforms
is extended with additional contribution from case studies on middleware services and
toolchain integration. All contribution of the thesis that is outlined here has undergone a
scientific review process. It has either been published or it has been accepted for future
publication.
1. An energy-efficient middleware is developed. A number of services are designed,
implemented and tested. The main contribution consists of Localized Network Coding (LNC), Autonomous Network Coding (ANC), Scalable Network Coding (SNC),
energy management with NC, harvesting and DC integration and ONC services being applicable to WSNs. For a variety of systems and communication paradigms
the NC approaches can conserve energy from reducing the number of messages that
have to be sent.
2. Energy-aware middleware services can only be useful if they are applicable to energyefficient hardware platforms. An EHD-profiling EHS is discussed and an ENOcapable EHS-enhanced WSN platform - named RiverMote - is developed. The platform supports efficiency by design, high low-cost BOS and fall-back mechanisms
applicable for implementing a river-level monitoring case study. Profiling EHS middleware service side-effects and NC interaction confirms interoperability.
• A power-aware indoor localization system service for WSNs is developed using localized power-aware algorithms. As another vital WSN middleware feature, MAMA
allows implementing VOs on WSNs using a multi-agent system with load-balancing
controlled by a power-management console. Implementing Virtual Organizations
(VOs) on EHS-enabled WSNs with Over-the-Air Programming (OtAP) completes
the river-level monitoring business case for resource and service sharing of EHS-based
platforms.
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• The TOSPIE2 Eclipse plug-in allows control of the power-aware and energy harvesting simulation and measurement setup. An accurate hardware measurement setup
is established for accurate PSM and EEM characterization and provides a database
for saving characteristics when using the virtualized environments. The latest feature includes battery performance characterization and modeling being interfaced to
WSN simulation with applicability for the power management console.

1.2.2 Thesis Organization
This chapter introduces this thesis’ scientific context, scope and contribution. Chapter 2
surveys the state-of-the-art of related methods, technologies and tools for establishing
background to the topics and for providing opportunities to compare outcomes of this
thesis’ implementations. Figures 2.1 and 3.1 depict the fields of research related to this
thesis and give a detailed overview on the subcomponents that make up these topics.
Sections in Chapter 3 map publications to those topics and express their relation to the
contribution claim given above. That chapter is dedicated to relating this thesis’ novel
methodologies and achievements to state-of-the-art related work and to discussing how it
finally makes up the TOSPIE2 project. For providing more comprehensive results of the
case studies than what has been published so far, Chapter 4 provides examples and results
that go beyond what can be found in the publications in chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 5
identifies the significance of the approach presented in this thesis. After outlining its
completeness possible future work is discussed.
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2 Related Work and State-of-the-Art
During the process of publishing material for writing a dissertation thesis, a lot of new
and exciting ideas are developed by the scientific community. Accounting for that fact,
this chapter shall provide information on relevant material in two ways. First, all sections
- dealing with their different topics - discuss scientific publications that the publications
shown in Chapter 6 are based upon. This is necessary for understanding their contribution and how they work. Second, the latest results of research at the time of writing
of this thesis are taken into account. This gives the opportunity to analyze concurrent
developments in the field and to compare solutions from this thesis - albeit some time may
have passed since their publication - with those that can be found in other publications
represented by the latest state-of-the-art.
First, this chapter will give a very brief introduction to WSN technology and applications. Up to that point, discussion on development tools and methodologies will be left
out of scope until the two main topics, NC and EHSs, have been covered in subsequent
sections. This allows the introduction of related and state-of-the-art methods and tools,
specifically considering aspects for the development of NC and EHS-enhanced WSNs.
Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the different topics that are covered and where they
are situated in the WSN system architecture. Bottom-up and from left to right, energy
harvesting hardware is the basis for middleware services and WSN applications. It also
integrates hardware measurement support and the overall topic of WSN motes and systems
is completed with tools and methods spanning different tiers of the architecture. The major
topic of WSN middleware is split into different services that are being implemented. Only
a brief, general overview of WSN Operating System (OS) and middleware architectures is
to be given in Section 2.1. The main middleware parts, however, will be scattered across
different sections on networking in Section 2.3 and related EHS topics in Section 2.2. The
latter one especially considers the interplay and side-effects of using middleware services
together with utilizing EHS optimizations. Targeting these two aspects in parallel is a
novel methodology in this thesis making these two topics the most interesting fields of
research in that context. Related services as well as design methodologies and tools,
including simulation and measurement approaches that are inherently needed for tackling
efficient WSN middleware implementations, are to be outlined in Section 2.4.

2.1 Wireless Sensor Network Applications and Systems
A recent book on WSNs [25] and an upcoming book chapter [16] give a good overview
of past and current WSN technologies and issues. [25] presents an overview of several
different mote architectures and is the follow-up publication to one of the most cited initial
surveys [20] in the field. An overview of application domains and existing deployments
is drawn, that targets the same type of WSNs that are thought of when using the term
WSN in this thesis. The term is used in the sense of low data rate and static WSNs rather
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Figure 2.1: Middleware services span different levels from hardware to application across
the networking stack. Simulation and measurement is necessary across application, NC and EHS layers as well. Interaction with low-level energyefficiency approaches and effects for applications running in the WSN have
to be considered.
than multimedia or mobile platforms. The type of WSNs considered here, can be found
especially in environmental and structural health monitoring. But, it has also made its
way into health systems, home automation, military applications and industrial settings.
Recent standardization efforts [26], in particular, have pushed the field towards reliable
industry-strength applications [27].
Most of the platform-dependent aspects in this thesis draw comparisons to two of the
most common mote architectures of the last decade, the Mica2 [28] and the TelosB [29].
More recent developments that are used by the community include the CC430 [30] from
Texas Instruments, the Atmel ATmega128RFA1 [31] and similar products. This continues
a move towards single module platforms and it continues the trend of using these two
suppliers as correctly pointed out by [32] which heavily impacts OS and middleware design.

2.1.1 Wireless Sensor Network Middleware and Operating Systems
Designing WSN software architectures with specific embedded system architectures in
mind heavily influences them fitting especially these architectures’ needs. But, saving
cost and effort of making software portable across architectures and systems may later on
inhibit the use of new architectures and other brands. For discussing this issue one needs to
examine the different OSs and their architectures when taking a mote-centric perspective.
From an end-user point of view, who is interested in the behavior of a network as a whole,
one has to raise the abstraction and consider distributed middleware systems that provide
networking, sensing and data-centric functionality.

2.1.2 Operating Systems for Wireless Sensor Networks
Probably the most well-known OS is TinyOS [33]. It is light-weight. Only components
that are actually needed are compiled into the executable. Its event-driven programming
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paradigm with split-phase operations supporting low-power concurrent programming [34]
can be implemented using nesC [35]. In version 2, it supports a three-level hardware
architecture abstraction [36] which allows providing support for different hardware with
no need to actually change the entire OS. Most software implementations in this thesis
are based upon TinyOS.
A flexible extension that is utilized for implementing MAMA [13] is threading [37] technology since TinyOS2.1. [13] also includes references to other popular approaches like Contiki, SOS and a mechanism for updating TinyOS programs called Deluge where complete
images to-be-run can be flooded into the network. The approach taken in [13] provides
similar and extended functionality, but it employs principles similar to the light-weight
middleware approach shown in [32] which establishes a virtual application programming
interface as well. Different kinds of middleware architectures that can be thought of are
discussed in the next section.

2.1.3 Wireless Sensor Network Middleware
The middleware survey in [38] categorizes systems into approaches using Virtual Machines
(VMs), database approaches, modular programming, application driven and data centric
approaches. For this thesis, especially the VM based approaches Mate [39] and Magnet [40] (also MagentOS) and modular programming and application-driven approaches
in Impala [41] and Milan [42] are relevant. These approaches cover the VM aspect in [39]
and [40], mobile agents in [41] as well as application demands in [42]. There is even
a comparison regarding the power-awareness, but it turns out that middleware systems
optimized towards different applications can rarely be compared that way. What makes
comparisons easier is reasoning about different systems’ support for characteristics that
can be described with paradigms. Of course, there are power-aware features in these different systems, but there is no means of reliably quantifying them. This is probably due
to a lack of benchmarking approaches for WSNs. But, for turning back to what can be
quantified - namely support for different characteristics’ or features’ paradigms - a more
current survey [43] tries to set up a metric for different communication and programming
paradigms of WSN middleware abstractions. On one hand, they improve over [38] because
many of their taxonomy’s to-be-quantified characteristics and related issues have been experienced by the authors themselves. But, on the other hand, the take home message from
that article might be that a general middleware classification system covering virtually any
aspect non-negligibly impacting WSN application design would just be too complex and
cannot be applied practically. In other words, it is difficult to compare systems dealing
with matters as broad as WSNs. Therefore systems can, in general, be better compared
if the possible application space can be limited, or even better, if benchmarks could be
defined.
Summing up, the main impact for this thesis is twofold. First, the outline of the multicast communication paradigm in [43] is to be remembered regarding the possibly increased
applicability of NC approaches that are to be presented. Second, for quantifying optimization results and making them comparable, one has to carefully select the criterion to be
evaluated. This pretty much boils down to optimizing, what virtually any WSN scenario
may benefit from. This includes EHS and NC applicability for energy-efficient hardware
and communication which is discussed in the next two sections. Furthermore, it fosters
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the final case study that will be given on battery-aware simulation in Section 3.4 that is
mainly concerned with discussion about how accurate an evaluation can be and therefore
what optimizations can reliably be quantified.

2.2 Energy Harvesting Technology and Systems
An overview of the latest application technologies using energy harvesting for WSNs can
be found on supplier websites like EnOcean Alliance or GreenPeak Technologies. Some
enabling market pull is being responded, which has evolved from the desire for wireless
home automation - fostered by the upcome of ZigBee Alliance - operated without batteries.
In particular, case studies like equipping the 57-floor Torre Espacio building in Madrid
are remarkable possibilities for advertising such environments. A well written overview of
enabling state-of-the-art systems and their developments can be found in [44]. However,
the principles of WSNs and energy harvesting have barely changed since their respective
initial case studies. Therefore, some initial enabling work for different aspects of energy
harvesting WSNs will be presented.
Maybe, the most well-known initial work implementing an EHS-enhanced WSN is the
Heliomote plug-in [45]. It connects solar cells to the Heliomote board with 2 AA NiMH
rechargeable batteries to supply a Mica2 mote that is connected to the board in a sandwichon manner. The Heliomote demonstration has worked and can be considered an enabling
factor for WSNs. However, some research questions come up immediately, when analyzing
the design, if the goal was to build a perpetual system.
1. How can the capacity loss due to ageing effects of the battery be overcome?
2. How can one find the minimum-cost EHS configuration that supports application
requirements?
3. What algorithms are needed for running an EHS-enhanced mote compared to one
without?
4. How can one model and simulate such a system and how can errors be handled?

2.2.1 The Maximum Sustainable Duty Cycle
The maximum sustainable DC is the DC of the mote that still allows ENO. Models like
the one in [46] can be used to select the DC right, given (i) proper prediction of future
EHD output, (ii) correct estimation of the power consumption for a selected DC and (iii)
knowledge about the size of the energy reservoir.
For being able to predict future EHD output - or being confident about being able
to achieve a prediction error σ below a given threshold - different algorithms might be
used [47].
Accuracy problems that occur when trying to estimate the power consumption are
discussed with the second case study outlined in Section 3.4. While in principle, it is
possible to apply PSMs and calculate the expected energy beforehand or measure it at
runtime, this approach may run into trouble regarding the fact that most prominent
efficient LPL protocols for WSNs act asynchronously. The inter-mote timing may heavily
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influence the actual average power consumption of a DC modeling period. As the intermote timing often depends on environmental parameters like temperature, it is difficult
to give exact estimates of the average power dissipation.
DC modeling periods should be chosen beforehand if possible, because online estimation
unnecessarily complicates matters. Doing so, one can set up an energy model incorporating
the (i) EHD input power and chosen (ii) maximum variance σ for the prediction to lock in
together with the (iii) worst case power dissipation or average value with maximum possible
variation. This allows determination of the minimum size of an optimal monolithic energy
storage as analyzed in detail by [48]. One remark has been made by [49]. They argue that
online determination of the maximum sustainable DC introduces overhead at runtime from
overly complex computational operation for evaluation of the DC. They propose to span a
solution space for possible context settings offline and then just select the nearest-neighbor
solution at runtime.
Having done modeling and dimensioning steps right beforehand with correctly setting
the DC after a lock-in phase of the online EHD estimation process with a σ falling below the
chosen threshold, the system might run perpetually without interruption. But, what would
happen if the EHD output suddenly changed with not enough energy to communicate a
new DC as considered in [9], because this overhead is not incorporated in the state-ofthe-art approach presented above. Furthermore, is the EHS efficient enough [10] for the
ideal energy budget calculation to hold, or what could be done about a complete blackout [12]? In addition, the cheapest solution for building the hardware has not yet been
determined, because it is not possible to incorporate such large errors from asynchronous
MAC as outlined in [15] into a process for getting efficient low-cost designs with tight
bounds of the energy reservoir size. Summing up all these problems that cannot yet
be tackled with any approach, it can be recommended using an approach as outlined
in [11] with setting the lower bounds on acceptable available energy a little higher then
needed for the application at hand. Then a slotted design can be introduced for making
the power dissipation estimation process more robust. Lower thresholds for the start-up
energy can be utilized to ensure full initialization of a single platform and letting it join the
network. This also allows deploying additional motes later on and having them join the
network autonomously. This has impact on the energy storage design as well. This is true,
especially, if Double-Layer Capacitors (DLCs) are chosen as in case of RiverMote. DLCs
have lower capacity and suffer more leakage, but they can be recharged more often before
they suffer a capacity loss of 20%. Typically, rechargeable batteries can be recharged 200
to 500 times, while DLCs can be recharged 500000 times or even more often with examples
given in [50] and [51].
The last issue that has not yet been discussed is the possible need to adapt protocols that
are known from WSNs with non-harvesting motes and answering the question of whether
there are environments for simulation of a system including environmental conditions at
design time.
Furthermore, mentioning it for reasons of completeness, totally different directions are
taken in [52]. No energy is buffered at all. Therefore, all energy is used as it is available
and the network is operated on a best effort basis.
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2.2.2 Energy Harvesting Aware Routing
The initial EHAR mechanism [53] is basically an adaptation of an energy-aware routing
protocol [54] to include the EHD power profile in its metric as well as the actual State of
Charge (SoC) of the system, which reflects the energy that is available at any given time.
Another research problem in the area of EHAR is a lack of simulation environments
that allow realistic testing of WSN routing algorithms for many different environmental
conditions. [55] identifies a lack of research comparing different EHAR under realistic
assumptions. They profile 4 different types of routing using a real MAC protocol, lossy
wireless connections and protocol overhead including the information that needs to be
exchanged for running an EHAR as a distributed algorithm. It finally turns out that possibly due to overhead for considering the input of EHDs - the protocol with the energy
budget without EHD profiles performs best. An energy-aware routing protocol without
energy state information overhead [56] may therefore be a possible choice for EHSs as
well. Furthermore, [55] points out that choosing the MAC protocol and its parameters
correctly [57] may critically impact the overall system. Other important aspects include
the initialization and synchronization overhead that has to be taken into account for
harvesting solutions. Especially, for low data rate and low DC WSNs, this can be an
issue. The initialization overhead as pointed out by [3] and exemplified in [5] may overlay
the effects of a possible gain with routing optimizations in low data rate networks. The low
DC that has to be selected for cost-efficient EHS-enhanced WSNs with energy reservoir
dimensions fitting their respective tight lower bounds may keep desynchronized WSNs
from re-establishing connectivity again [9] once it has been lost.
Tackling these issues in [58] provides us with an analysis of sleep-wakeup policies that
allow implementing ENO according to [48]. Scheduling the wake-up event correctly and
synchronizing it with effects of the environment that are of interest to the application is
discussed in [59] and [60].
Finally, considering all these effects and implementing countermeasures for all possible
issues, this approach, in itself, may introduce problems. Especially, for real-time applications, counter-measures that scale timing and activation policies or buffer data on its
way to the sink may impact the system. [61] gives an analysis on communication delay in
EHS-enhanced WSNs dealing with such issues.

2.2.3 Energy Harvesting System Storage and Component Efficiencies
Energy storage and component efficiencies deserve careful consideration when tuning an
EHS architecture as well. For overcoming ageing effects of batteries it may be useful
to buffer the high number of charge/discharge cycles with DLCs before draining and
supplying a rechargeable battery. In that sense, Prometheus [62] provides an improved
concept compared to Heliomote. The main variation of the actual energy budget is buffered
by the DLC, while energy is only transferred to and from the battery when necessary.
A comprehensive overview of several EHS architectures is given by [63] and different
harvesting application domains are outlined in [64].
From related technologies - especially RFID tags - design space exploration is known
for different energy storage architectures [65]. For WSNs, the RiverMote architecture [11]
presented in this thesis is an architecture that matches solar panel output voltage, energy
storage needs and power supply requirements by using two DLCs in series with an addi-
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tional balancing circuit. It is exploiting experiences that are available from experiments
with [9] and from [17]. This efficiency-by-design approach relaxes the need for applying
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) or conversion component selection for bridging
wide voltage differences depending on the application DC [66]. In the event that special control was needed for locking in an operating point, different approaches would be
possible. AmbiMax [67] and Everlast [68] perform MPPT for improving efficiency. Everlast uses a software-based approach for control, while AmbiMax implements MPPT in
hardware.
Concluding the section on energy harvesting for WSNs, there are several different issues
that need to be considered as EHS characteristics and WSN constraints meet. Also, there
are different dimensions along which this characteristic mapping has to be considered and
there is, as yet, no self-contained design methodology available. In [69], they point out
joint timing issues at different tiers of EHS and WSN models, while in [70], they point out
the inherent need for cross-layer design approaches for wireless network design. This also
needs to be considered when dealing with optimizing information flows in the following
chapter on NC. Cross-layer design issues for WSNs are specifically dealt with in [71].

2.3 Network Coding for Wireless Sensor Network
Communication
Developments of NC strategies have been initiated by the seminal article on network information flows [23]. They explore the maximum bandwidth utilization and how it can be
achieved for multicasts of mutually independent information flows. The mutual independency has to be remembered when discussing the applicability of NC in combination with
source coding in WSNs for gathering partly correlated data. The separation [72] and joint
operation [73] is possible in principle. However, for the applicability in real world scenarios, especially the type of side-channel information carrying the correlation information
has to be considered.
[23] points out, that for achieving min-cut max-flow like characteristics for the information flows, these should not be considered as fluids as in other work. They should rather
be coded at forwarding nodes (what can be thought of as being a combination rather
than a fluid pushing through) which they then call NC. Virtually any communication
paradigm may possibly benefit from their approach in every occurrence of multi-casts
experiencing crossings in their flow. Applicability has to be checked with min-cut maxflow based measures. Although initially meant to be applicable for switching mechanisms
and wire-bound traffic, wireless communication also benefits from direct appliance of NC
for butterfly structures and relay nodes. For the wireless case - on a networking level
- this means that every occurrence of crossings of messages may be exploited with NC.
This is especially applicable for multi-path routing [74]. Furthermore, the multicast communication paradigm in general may give opportunities [75], as do inter-session [76] and
opportunistic [77] approaches. Related work discussing motivation and application for
multi-sink multi-casts can be found in [78] and [79]. ONC is the most sophisticated networking approach that is going to be presented in this thesis. The author wants to point
out that the novelty of applying this approach to WSNs is important. It can best be compared with COPE [80], but that approach is more appropriate for MANETs rather than
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for WSNs. Similar as in [77], ONC for WSNs is to be evaluated for delay, performance and
power, while there are no other ONC approaches published for WSNs doing so. A brief
introduction on how WSNs might utilize NC approaches is discussed in [81] and later, but
in greater detail, in [82].

2.3.1 Different Ways of Applying Network Coding
There are two different ways of how NC techniques can be beneficial.
• One can improve the network throughput with NC. The increased information
capacity of the channel relaxes the networking load. Fewer messages have to be sent
for the transmission of the same amount of information.
• Or, system complexity can be reduced. Determining the maximum achievable throughput and finding a routing solution is known to be NP-hard, while a NC solution can
be found in polynomial time.

2.3.2 Lowering Networking Complexity with Network Coding
[83] argue that despite possible energy conservation from NC, it is more worth exploiting
it for lowering complexity of building networking topologies. This has to be considered
when applying NC for WSNs as well. From a network model point of view, they also
deal with point-to-point connections, but they do not rely on directed models. [83] rather
uses undirected network models, which they outline as being more general. In some sense,
this brings the model closer to wireless applications, because the channel may provide the
same capacity in both ways, but time variation of the channel and different transmission
power leading to varying signal to noise ratio may apply to it.
[83] is built upon [23] and [84]. Although, they lack a complete description (only nonrepresentative examples are given) for the Steiner tree packing problem [85] upon which
their complexity comparison is based, they advance the view that NC gives a tool for
finding optimal transmission schemes more easily, rather than gaining from the coding advantage. They explain that even for comprehensive testing of thousand network topologies
they do not exceed a coding advantage of 1.125 in their tests which - given the overhead
that comes with a new networking paradigm - might be no gain at all under realistic
conditions. Surprisingly, they do not delve, in greater detail, into the fact that they were
able to find examples manually, although they did not come close to the upper bound of
the coding advantage of 2. Nevertheless, they discuss the upper bound for different types
of networks. For acyclic networks they reference previous work [86] which shows that for
directed acyclic networks with integral routing requirement the coding advantage is not
upper bounded. It grows proportionally as log (|V |) where V are the network vertices.
They then argue that for undirected networks it is bounded by 2 [87] and that even this
value cannot be approached easily. One thing they did not mention is that the undirected
network model can be used efficiently to model wireless scenarios [82]. Now, that is exactly where this thesis comes into play. The topology of WSNs need not be fixed and
can easily be changed with different transmission power or may even change on its own
due to mobility or due to channel noise although the focus of this thesis is put on static
deployments. Also, this thesis does not control the power for reducing collisions. But,
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instead of trying to adapt routing tables, all that is done is slotting [88] sending times [5]
at the MAC and considering worst case scenarios in terms of congestion. The focus is more
on virtually adjusting links in such a way that NC can be applied. Small structures are
utilized to make them better controllable [3] though one may pack them together [5] and
scale academic experiments for achieving the maximum gain and therefore testing upper
bounds that are expected from theoretical results.

2.3.3 The Network Coding Advantage for Wireless Sensor Networks
Although, [83] motivates lowering complexity, because usually, there are few opportunities when the maximum NC advantage can be achieved referring to the point-to-point
connection case, preconditions are somewhat different for this thesis. For wireless XORcoding [89] the NC advantage is bounded by 2 [82]. Most algorithms in this thesis will
be concerned with maximizing the opportunities to apply NC either with autonomous [4],
localized [3], scalable [5], energy managing [7] or opportunistic [6] approaches. In all of
these cases one waits for given scenarios to occur and then applies NC. The focus lies on
trying to achieve representative settings, because either noisy and congested channels are
assumed or localized and overhead-free integration into existing applications is needed or
worst case MAC slots are assumed in combination with really distributed DC negotiation.
Other recent work, focusing on the interplay with lower parts of the networking stack,
goes into similar directions. In [90] they are regarding NC that is aware of possible MAC
slotting strategies for possibly interference-free communication. Other approaches at the
physical layer, explicitly exploiting interference for NC are not considered in this thesis
and are better dealt with in the field of cognitive radio. Further approaches like detailed
elaboration of linear and random NC and the combination with source coding are out of
the scope of this thesis as well. Either, the approach is not appropriate for implementation
on resource constrained motes, or cognitive radio and physical layer considerations are too
distinct issues compared to networking middleware aspects.
Considerations in this thesis will focus on the interaction with DCs, EHAR, slotting, and
therefore, also LPL MAC has to be taken into account. Application of computationally
different approaches utilizing different finite fields or random NC focusing on complexity
reduction instead of the NC advantage are not considered in this thesis.

2.4 Methods and Tools Tackling WSN Technology, Design and
Optimization
This section is split in two parts. First, tool chains and hardware platforms of some
of the major players in the field of low-power and energy harvesting solutions are briefly
surveyed. For these, the completeness of available simulation and measurement approaches
related to WSNs are summed up and missing links are identified. Second, related work
is introduced that provides background for and highlights related work of missing parts
in the approaches presented previously. This will serve as a basis for the energy-aware
considerations of battery and harvesting aspects of modeling and simulation.
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2.4.1 Industry Platforms for Modeling, Simulation and Implementation
A number of state-of-the-art WSN platforms are built around the MSP430 and ATmega128
families of Central Processing Units (CPUs). Therefore, simulation engines for these types
of platforms are of special interest for the WSN community. An early general power
profiling simulation approach is presented in [91]. Avrora [92] with AEON [93] has been
established as being an instruction set simulation environment and enabling power profiling
for the ATmega128. At the time of the writing of this thesis MSP430 implementations
are currently underway with promising results for adding power profiling support for this
platform as well. However, what is missing for these simulation engines is support for
modeling channel effects and environmental conditions.
This is less of an issue for another simulator at the level of basic blocks of instructions.
TOSSIM [94] allows the incorporation of channel effects as well, which consumes quite a
lot of time for setting up the channel characteristics at the beginning of a simulation. But
in contrast to Avrora, the basic block level for simulation gives a performance increase
when actually simulating the network. Power profiling extensions exist for TOSSIM as
well. While the achievable power profile results cannot be as exact as those achieved
with an instruction set simulation environment, similar expressiveness may be achieved.
Results of the second case study of this thesis will show that severe issues can be related
to the thought of to be more accurate approaches. Publications dealing with that issue
are mapped to this thesis’ topics in Section 3.4.
An obvious advantage of TOSSIM, that is not tailored towards a specific instruction
set, is its portability across different platforms. The nesC program that is written using
TinyOS components is compiled for the development host platform and can therefore be
run as a native executable. The simulation engine takes care of interfaces to the outside
world including Analog Digital Converters (ADCs) and the radio interface.
Despite the invaluable insights that can be gained from using these and other simulation tools [95], what is missing is a complete integration of simulation and emulation
tools considering possible error sources of the simulation engine or models for functionality, power dissipation and timing. An example for quantifying possible errors in hardware
measurements and software simulations is given in [96]. Well-known related hardware
measurement approaches including error analysis are presented in [97] and [98]. However,
what is also still not available, despite many claims of creating simulation approaches
including environmental conditions like in PAWiS [99] or battery models as in [100], is a
proven record of such approaches comparing simulation results with hardware measurements or emulation regarding battery models and energy harvesting. The TOSPIE2 [1]
methodology with its integration of precise annotations of measurements of power profiles
and timing in hardware as well as in simulation also connects to emulation and profiling
of mote hardware including energy harvesting characteristics [17]. The approach called
COOJA [101] is meant to connect approaches like Avrora and TOSSIM with NS-2 [102]
and other integrating tool-connecting attempts can be found in environments like VMNet [103] and EmStar [104] or EmPRO [105]. However, none of these approaches has
made its way to a level, technically sound enough to be integrated or adapted by other
research groups in the community. An example for an energy harvesting simulation engine
still lacking some results with using a system-level experience is Castilia. Another hardware related approach is currently being developed using SystemC-AMS with first results
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being presented in [106].
Summing up, there are only few tools for EHS simulation. Furthermore, the scientific community lacks an integrated approach that combines system level simulation and
networking. Approaches as shown in [107] are limited to single hardware instance considerations. Most environments for network level consideration of EHSs take a very abstract
point of view with stochastic modeling as in [108]. The few integrated solutions as in [95]
and Castalia in [109] lack versatile tools for accurate hardware measurements for validating
simulation results. Another approach, presented as TOSPIE2 in [1], integrates accurate
profiling of PSMs and EEMs, but the architecture is a very loosely coupled system.

2.4.2 Battery Models and Applications to Wireless Sensor Networks
When modeling and simulating low-power embedded system architectures’ power consumption, one needs a profound basis that different power-aware optimizations can be
compared to. For an often neglected issue for achieving accurate WSN lifetime modeling battery effects modeling - related work for battery characterization setups, battery effects
modeling and networking optimizations is outlined.
Different types of energy storage devices exist where each type implies special characteristics that have to be considered when tuning a system. However, as existing simulation
environments even lack support for non-rechargeable batteries, rechargeable batteries and
their effects are considered as being out of scope.
Automated Battery Characterization Setups
The battery performance at a given point in time depends on several factors that influence
the system. In particular, batteries are systems with memory. The different possibilities
of temperature history, the discharge rate of the load, the current SoC and possible combinations of what these values have been in the past result in a large number of different
contexts that the battery may be in. Therefore, profiling performance characteristics - as
shown for Alkaline Manganese types of Duracell primary cells in [110] - takes time and
needs accurate measurements. In general, characterization may be based on SoC measurements that are chemical methods, current integration methods or voltage measurement
methods. However, for finding a profiling methodology that can be integrated on the WSN
mote later on, chemical methods and current integration are not practical.
For profiling the SoC, voltage-based measurements are promoted in [111]. They also
discuss applicability to State of Health (SoH) measurements. SoH knowledge is especially
useful for extending ideas to rechargeable systems. Setups for profiling different types of
batteries, including charge and discharge performance, are presented by [112] and [113].
In [112] they provide simple Equivalent Circuit Diagrams (ECDs) of batteries using internal resistance and two low-passes with different time constants for modeling a battery. [113]
uses ECDs as well and provides insights for online determination of a model’s parameters.
Battery Effects Modeling
ECD modeling of battery effects is quite common in the fields of electrical and computer
engineering. Distinguishing between theoretical capacity and actual capacity as of [114],
the actual battery performance in terms of the amount of charge that is extracted, mainly
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depends on discharge rates, temperature conditions and ageing effects. Better actual
performance means more extracted charge before the battery cut-off voltage is reached.
For primary cells, recovery effects can be utilized for increasing their performance.
Different simple empirical models are given by the Thevenin battery model and a linear
electrical model with their ECDs given in [115], Peukert’s power law explained in [51], and
the model of Pedram and Wu [116]. One thing that all these models have in common is that
batteries are modeled as systems with memory. Despite the existence of model evaluation
experiments with an error of one order of magnitude or below, there are a number of side
effects that need to be considered for WSNs that cannot be handled entirely by using these
standard models and variants.
First of all, a drain down to the cut-off voltage of batteries can often not be achieved
due to a limited voltage range of components and needed converters’ capabilities and
efficiencies. Depending on the type of simulation integration, motes have to be removed
from simulation when the lower threshold has first been hit, or they have to be shut off
temporarily if proper functionality can be assumed after a relaxation period.
Furthermore, the evaluation of SoC dependent effects that could be used in simulation
environments cannot easily be mapped to real-world deployments and real-time adaptation mechanisms. While the SoC models for simulations may utilize a lot of computational
power, several difficulties arise at runtime where resources may be limited. The accuracy of
voltage-based SoC determination methods depends on measurement capabilities and ADC
accuracy. In addition to that, online SoC determination and appliance of battery models
demands exact measurements of the load’s characteristics and memorizing it as well as
possibly evaluating computationally complex models. [11] depicts such in-situ measurement’s accuracy for an EHS-enhanced WSN platform to be below 10% in relevant areas.
Adding such an error to battery model input may drastically limit model expressiveness.
Battery Technology and Networking Optimizations
Knowledge of energy storage characteristics allows the application of power management
techniques and optimizations. Transmission scheduling in [117] and [118] and traffic shaping techniques [119], in particular, apply. Dealing with energy storage performance modeling issues necessitates complex measurement, analysis and algorithmic efforts. This fact
and the time it takes to prove novel energy storage technologies working makes battery
modeling and optimizations lag behind current technology capabilities and application
requirements. Therefore, despite novel technologies perhaps outperforming older technologies, the battery modeling considerations in this thesis are based upon technologies
as exemplified by [120] and [121] for DLCs and [44], [122] and [123] for batteries and energy harvesting aspects. More recent developments would have included graphene-based
ultracapacitors [124] and Lithium Ion Batteries with carbon nanofibers [125].

2.5 Summing up Related Work and State-of-the-Art
Chapter 3 will utilize related work findings outlined here for putting pieces of the concept
together. The different system components and development aspects that are presented
here can be used for completely modeling a perspective of WSNs that covers WSN project
life cycles from modeling and design through to implementation and simulation up to the
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measurement and evaluation phase. Parts before and after these phases like requirements
engineering and quality-of-experience measurements shall not be discussed. From a system
approach perspective this thesis spans contents from hardware and the MAC layer up to
distributed computing of applications upon middleware layers with possible inclusion of
host-side and programming aspects. For the hardware that is utilized by these layers,
especially the applicability of EHDs, the efficiency of EHSs and the expressiveness of
harvesting and battery modeling have been considered in detail.
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3 Concept and Interaction of Novel
Comprehensive Methodologies in
TOSPIE2
The overall conceptual architecture that is related to fields of research from Figure 2.1 is
shown in Figure 3.1. The main contribution claim and how publications are mapped to
the architecture are discussed in Section 3.1 for the NC middleware and in Section 3.2
for the EHS implementation. While networking and middleware components are depicted
in Figure 3.2, topics that are related to energy harvesting are highlighted in Figure 3.3
accordingly. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 cover the case studies’ contribution on related middleware
services and development tools for WSNs including battery-aware simulation.
Different groups of topics will be dealt with separately. Publications of Chapter 6 will
be grouped around these topics. This lets one follow the coverage of the overall thesis
architecture more easily. While some publications could possibly be mapped to different
topics, a one-to-one mapping according to the most important parts of a publication’s
significance is used here in terms of lucidity.

3.1 Network Coding Middleware Services for Wireless Sensor
Networks
First of all, the middleware services’ concepts shall respect what has been discussed in
Chapter 2 regarding the generality and comparability of approaches. Comparability of
different approaches as well as simulation and measurement results is assured by using
full overhearing among all motes in all experiments. The virtual adjacency matrix for
representing a given topology is then established directly above the TinyOS MAC layer.
Messages that are not meant to be heard by a mote are discarded. The advantage of such
hard-coded connectivity is twofold. First, measurements are repeatable and can therefore
better be compared. Experiments can simply be rerun, while setting up specific topologies of hardware measurements by hand would be a very challenging and error-prone task.
Second, the power dissipation that is directly affected by whether motes can hear each
other or not can more deterministically be profiled. Therefore, simulation results will be
compared more accurately to what is measured in hardware experiments. However, the
functionality of the method that is to be profiled must not be changed by the virtual
adjacency matrix in order to make such an approach applicable. Therefore, congestiondependent effects must be neglected in the evaluation or the occurrence thereof must be
avoided. The work in this thesis, in which such effects may impact evaluation results, is
set up with using Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)-based sending. The drawback
of using concepts as described above is the overhead for unhinging the effects that are to
be evaluated from additional effects that come from full overhearing. However, accepting
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Figure 3.1: The conceptual structure of the overall system architecture provides details
on different tiers of the coarse grain structure in Figure 2.1. It outlines where
the main contribution and case studies are implemented in the EHS-enhanced
WSN architecture. At host-side, tools and services enable novel development
and evaluation techniques.

that overhead and accepting a slightly reduced design space (i.e. some parameters like
maximum sending frequency depend on the number of motes participating in communication) allows for the application of technically sound evaluation processes. Another issue
that shall be respected is related to effects from heterogeneous networking approaches that
might interfere with each other. Where applicable, messaging structures are set up in such
a way that different approaches can coexist besides each other. If unknown message types
are delivered, messages are simply discarded.
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Figure 3.2: NC services include LNC [3] (publication 1.1 - PM2HW2N’09), ANC [4] (publication 1.2 - ICT’11) and SNC [5] (publication 1.3 - ISPAN’09). Energy
management [7] (publication 1.5 - MICC’09) and SCN extensions, including
multi-path routing considerations [8] (publication 1.6 - IJAACS) and ONC [6]
(publication 1.4 - CNSR’11) are covered by the primary contribution as well.

3.1.1 Localized Network Coding in Wireless Sensor Networks
In particular, the embedding of an overhead-free and therefore necessarily control-free
networking optimization necessitates applying localized algorithms. The LINDONCS
approach [3] evaluates LNC for WSNs using energy-aware routing protocols. The approach makes use of state machines keeping track of neighboring motes’ information flows.
When an NC structure and applicability of LNC is detected, LINDONCS modifies metainformation that is sent for propagating data needed for evaluating the routing metric. In
the case of being applied in an otherwise energy-aware routing WSN, information flows
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are attracted towards dedicated motes that are meant to be incoming motes for the NC
structure by advertising a high level of energy budget at these motes. Results show the
approach’s applicability for conserving energy even in networks where other motes do not
know about the LINDONCS approach.

3.1.2 Autonomous Network Coding in Wireless Sensor Networks
It is not only seamless integration to otherwise non-NC WSNs that is important. Also,
the possible effects regarding the application utilizing the messaging interface has to be
considered. [4] presents ANC for a given application scenario. Again, NC can be applied with no need for accepting any messaging overhead. State machines are used for
checking applicability of this approach as well. However, this time, the focus is on conservation of application behavior rather than interaction with energy-aware routing protocols.
Therefore, the routing modules - and of course the application modules as well - are kept
completely intact. The interaction of ANC with the WSN happens when messages are
passed from the routing layer to the application layer or vice versa. No special constraints
are put on the routing layer, neither is there any need for a specific optimization metric
to be used.

3.1.3 Scalable Network Coding in Wireless Sensor Networks
The idea of NC is applied for energy conservation from the NC advantage rather than because an optimal forwarding structure can be found more quickly than for routing alone.
Given the knowledge about the bounded gain of wireless NC, it is much easier to evaluate
for practical settings how well the NC advantage can be utilized compared to reasoning
about the quality of methods for finding NC and routing schemes. Implementing SNC
and evaluating the approach clearly shows that in areas, where NC is applicable, the
NC advantage approaches its theoretical maximum of 2. Besides this scalability experiment in [5], an approach for coding multiple unicasts at the same time is introduced for
mesh-structured WSNs providing a basis for energy management and multi-path routing
integration.

3.1.4 Extensions for Multi-Path Routing and Energy Management
The approach from [5] is taken one step further in [8] by the concept of letting its multiple unicasts be made of multiple information flows from multi-path routing. Multi-path
routing tries to overcome some of the inherent dependability issues due to message loss
in wireless communication. Furthermore, [8] outlines the overhead for the middleware initialization phase until the protocol has settled down to a static mode of operation. After
the initialization including the flooding phase for setting up the routing table is finished,
a constant level of energy conservation can be achieved by applying SNC. In the event
that the energy budget is not evenly distributed among motes (e.g. due to different EHD
profiles in the past), the energy management approach in [7] can be applied for balancing
it. The approach relies on the timing for SNC and the energy consumption of storing persistent data on the EHS architecture in [9]. For the sake of completeness [126] evaluates
energy and performance issues with persistent memory for another embedded technology - SmartCards - which also contains the basic multi-application concept in their card
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manager that will be used for the MAMA approach discussed in Section 3.3. [7] trades opportunities to conserve energy and therefore also the need for using energy to persistently
store data among motes over time. Virtually pushing these opportunities and needs back
and forth through a WSN, where chaining is possible as well, the energy budget among
different motes can be managed.

3.1.5 An Integrated Opportunistic Network Coding based Middleware
An approach relying on trying to establish opportunities alone is presented implementing
ONC in [6]. The ONC approach is applied for different communication paradigms and
other middleware services and settings for which it might be possible to experience sideeffects with. These side-effects include detailed analysis of effects from ONC interaction
with EHS DC determination, setting and effects as well as differently ordered TDMA-based
sending, scalability, robustness to noise and traffic load. The approach is implemented
upon EHAR and compared with EHAR alone as well as with SNC alone.

3.2 Energy Harvesting for Wireless Sensor Networks
Energy harvesting considerations in this section are mainly concerned with EHD profiling
and estimation of the maximum sustainable DC as well as characterization of EHSs and
EHS-enhanced mote hardware. Focus will be given to applicability, efficiency and cost per
performance.

3.2.1 Energy Harvesting Maximum Sustainable Duty Cycle
Designing applications using energy harvesting for building cost-efficient perpetual systems still lacks sophisticated support for modeling, simulation and design space exploration. Therefore, for understanding different components’ characteristics and interaction
of components, usually, prototypes need to be built for being profiled. A first step towards
such developments is presented by the EHS in [9]. Different EHDs can be profiled with the
system, and they can be used to supply a Mica2 mote. This is then responsible for querying EHD profiles, the energy budget status and power dissipation information from the
EHS. This information can be used to calculate the maximum sustainable DC, negotiate
a network-wide one and set it at the EHSs accordingly. Possible DC problems - especially
for EHSs dimensioned with cost-efficient small energy storage structures - can be tested
with the platform. Optimizations regarding such issues can also be implemented. An example of using thresholding techniques for dealing with possible problems regarding small
energy reservoirs is exemplified in [9]. What knowledge can be gained from EEM profiling
experiments is outlined by the concept and contributed publications in Section 3.4 that is
dealing with tools and services supporting the development of EHS-enhanced WSNs.

3.2.2 RiverMote Prototype Implementation
While the EHS in [9] is meant to be modular for enabling rapid prototyping with no need
for completely redesigning the system, the RiverMote platform [10] with an extended
version in [11] is implemented based on results and characterization of the first EHS.
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Figure 3.3: Two EHSs have been built. One EHS [9] (publication - 2.1 WD’08) is meant
to be used for EHD and mote characterization and for reasoning about DC
calculation and negotiation. Another platform called RiverMote [10] (publication 2.2 - WCNC’11) with an extended version in [11] (publication 2.3 - EJSE)
is implemented based on results and characterization of the first EHS. Robust
BOS [12] (publication 2.4 - EW’11) is achieved especially based on efficiently
designed architectures [127] and trade-offs [128] as outlined in related work.

With a given application scenario in mind, discussed in Section 3.3, it implements an
efficiency-by-design approach reducing power dissipation and efficiency-loss overhead from
unnecessarily complex or control-based design. As discussed in related work in Chapter 2,
it is reasonable to counteract possible unexpected scenarios with back-up strategies and
fail-safe states. RiverMote is a platform which makes extensive use of that concept by
implementing an energy hysteresis in hardware. It resets the mote part in the event that a
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Figure 3.4: As a case study, a scenario has been developed for running VOs on a riverlevel monitoring platform. The network is more cost-efficient through having
it shared among multiple users.
lower threshold, needed for sustaining the operation, is violated, and mote parts are only
switched on when there is enough energy available to join a running network. Furthermore,
the energy storage characteristics and its BOS prediction combined with a discussion on
the low-cost reliable BOS of more than three weeks for fully charged DLCs can be found
in [12].
The RiverMote architecture mote part is implemented upon the TelosB CPU for possibly
easing up future porting of TinyOS to the system. Attached to the sensor interface,
it is meant to use pressure transducers, ultrasonic transducers or a Global Positioning
System (GPS) receiver for measuring river levels. As a single industry strength pressure
transducer is often up to an order of magnitude higher in cost than the RiverMote printed
circuit board alone, this option has not been pursued any further. Furthermore, the use
case scenario for autonomously monitoring a river’s level for flood warning systems could
be threatened by a cable spanning from a RiverMote at the surface down to the bottom
of the river. Especially, for the flood warning use case, one has to expect flotsam tangling
with the cable and breaking the system. Therefore, only the ultrasonic transducer and
the GPS solution, in particular, are implemented and evaluated for their applicability.

3.3 Application Scenarios for Virtual Organizations and Energy
Harvesting
Figure 3.4 depicts the scenario for the first case study. The cost-efficient EHS-enhanced
WSN platform is combined with a scenario where multiple applications can run as VOs,
further shaping the cost-efficiency of the overall system. This multi-application approach
is also a perfect use-case for real power management and tuning such a system with
battery-aware simulation technology. That simulation environment or its case study is
one of the latest results that could be achieved with researching related services, tools and
techniques.
Figure 3.5 depicts components that are part of or related to the first case study. Motivated by the cost-efficient and sustainable RiverMote platform outlined before, adding
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multi-application support and the capability to reprogram the resultant VOs with OtAP
allows using the platform in even more cost-efficient ways. A small number of services and
methods have to be considered as well for general applicability of the multi-application
paradigm. But first, there is an inherent need for adding localization information to sensor
data. While RiverMote provides GPS data for outdoor deployments, a solution for the
not yet discussed issue of indoor localization is to be covered in this section. General
integration issues and especially energy harvesting DC negotiation is considered and put
into relation to the energy management service for SNC. Finally, a setup for accurate
measurements of motes and EHSs for characterization of PSMs and EEMs and service
characterization in an emulation environment where simulation cannot be applied is covered as well.

3.3.1 Virtual Organizations for Wireless Sensor Networks
MAMA [13] allows the running of multiple applications on a single WSN. The same assumptions as before are made for testing and profiling a middleware system. The middleware is responsible for implementing networking mechanisms and arbitration of accessing
motes’ system calls. This type of sharing of hardware resources can be tuned even further
by implementing a VM based approach for enabling mobile agents for VOs. As yet unpublished material is presented in the corresponding case study in Chapter 4. The mobile
multi-agent approach allows load-balancing controlled by a host-side power management
console. As for the localization service [14], simulation results of MAMA are compared
with measurement results of the system for the testing of their expressiveness. As depicted
in Figure 3.5, a base station is used as a gateway between end-user interface and power
management console at host side and the WSN. For long lasting deployments, the measurement approach allows first emulating adding of agents for determining whether power
dissipation bounds are respected [17] before injecting them into the network. Implementing annotations to quantify the activation of different subsystem components or message
transmissions by the agents therefore allows implementing power management and energy
conservation at the host and configuring the network accordingly.

3.3.2 Power-Aware Indoor Localization and Simulation Expressiveness
Implementing and tuning a localization system gives the opportunity for profiling simulation results’ expressiveness compared to measurement results [14] at different steps that
are taken in the data model. A single step might be to calculate range estimates for time
series of sensor readings or to combine range estimates to a position estimate. Both the
Probability Density Function (PDF) of simulation results and the PDF of hardware measurement results are compared. If the same characteristics and especially the change of
characteristics of error PDFs can be observed after tuning a computational step in simulation and also profiling it on hardware, simulation can be assumed to be appropriate for
tuning optimization mechanisms. This process is repeated for all different design stages
or parts of the data model and computational architecture where prototyping can be sped
up by simulation means.
A discussion on how the measurement setup used for hardware measurements and the
simulation setup is integrated into TOSPIE2 is given in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: RiverMote
is
designed
to
be
cost-efficient
and
sustainable.
MAMA [13](publication 3.1 - ICT’11) allows sharing hardware among
applications. Necessary localization [14] (publication 3.2 - PM2HW2N’10),
harvesting integration [15] (publication 3.3 - ICT’11) and measurement [17]
(publication 3.4 - PerSeNS’10) techniques are dealt with.

3.4 The TOSPIE2 Toolchain and its Battery Awareness Case
Study
Figure 3.6 outlines where the TOSPIE2 [1] approach comes into play and profiles mote and
EHD power dissipation, energy budgets, efficiencies and timing behavior. A power state
database holds a PSM for the target architecture that can be profiled with the hardware
measurement setup [17]. A modified Avrora can be used for power profiling and state
switching simulation where the PSM database allows easy tuning erroneous parts with
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Figure 3.6: The TOSPIE2 environment [1] (publication 4.1 - IPSN’10) allows applying
design rules discussed in [2] (publication 4.2 - IGI). Special focus is put on
battery performance profiling and simulation [16] (publication 4.3 - CRC) using
parts of the setup. Related approaches that have been taken into consideration
where appropriate, include profiling energy supplies [129] and voltage scaling
in [130] and [66] as well as simulation of energy harvesting in [106].

visual inspection of comparing simulation and measurement results of power profiles and
state switching information. Experience from using the environment has led to the design
rules applied for simulation and measurement of the publications referenced in preceding
sections. Several possible issues and design rules are discussed in [2]. Analysis under
the TOSPIE2 umbrella and results, profiled with the environment, allow deducing the
accuracy and expressiveness of both simulation and measurement approaches. Especially
the following questions are answered.
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• What is the expected error of state-of-the-art power profiling simulation due to a
lack of PSM expressiveness?
• What impact does missing the operating point have on EEMs and how accurately
can the operating point be determined?
• How accurate are in-situ hardware measurement and laboratory setup measurement
approaches?
• What is the actual variation of power dissipation in WSNs due to different energy
storage structure clamp voltages?
• What is the variation of power dissipation in WSNs due to non-deterministic parts
in MAC protocols?
The environment also includes an, as yet, unpublished upcoming energy harvesting simulation environment and battery performance modeling and simulation tools. The so far
unfinished discrete event simulator for energy harvesting WSNs implements applications
as state machines operating component-based EHS-enhanced motes. The networking simulation part of the EHS simulation includes timing and interference models of the radio
and the audible channel.
Furthermore, the automated behavior and the possibility to remotely control hardware
measurement setups via the internet makes TOSPIE2 an appropriate choice for being used
for time-consuming battery performance characterization. First results outlined in [16]
show applicability of the environment for (i) profiling battery performance characteristics,
(ii) exploring battery models with Matlab SimScape and gradient descent methods and
(iii) running the most appropriate models for WSNs with integration into Avrora.

3.5 Summary
This thesis’ organizational structure comprises different mote and network tiers. Furthermore, different stages of the development life cycle and modeling environments are
considered.
The major contribution of this thesis is built upon power-aware networking and energyefficient harvesting. A number of first-authored papers are mapped into their sections
accordingly. A smaller number of publications cover practical aspects with case studies
on power-aware middleware services and support for the development process of WSNs.
Selected extended results are presented in Chapter 4.
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4 Evaluation and Results of Case Studies
and TOSPIE2 Methodologies
This chapter extends results of already published material. A multi-agent middleware
extending MAMA [13] and a detailed description of TOSPIE2, including a brief outlook
on its extension by its battery model and simulation, extends contents in [1].

4.1 A Multi-Agent Middleware for Wireless Sensor Networks
MAMA [13] establishes the basis for running multiple applications within a single WSN.
Utilizing TinyOS threading technology and managing networking and sensor resource
arbitration, it enables the concept of VOs for WSNs.
An as yet unpublished extension of MAMA implements agents as the VOs’ applications.
By having their own instruction set, they are interpreted in a VM-like manner by the
middleware. Different instructions are available for control flow operation, arithmetic
operations and for accessing system calls.
1. Control flow
HALT: halts the agent
JMP: jumps to instruction given by first operand P C = OP1
SLEEP: pauses the agent for OP1 ms
LOAD: loads the accumulator A = M {OP1 }
STORE: stores the accumulator M {OP1 } = A
2. Arithmetic
INKR: increments value of memory location M {OP1 } = M {OP1 } + 1
INKRA: increments the accumulator A = A + 1
ADD: M {OP1 } = M {OP2 } + M {OP3 }
ADDA: A = A + M {OP1 }
3. System calls
SEND: sends M {OP1 } to M {OP2 }
SENDA: sends A to M {OP1 }
RECV: receives and stores value M {OP1 }
RECVA: receives and stores in the accumulator A
READ: reads sensor OP1 to memory M {OP2 }
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Figure 4.1: Agents are moved for balancing the workload.

READA: reads sensor OP1 to accumulator A
SETLED: displays value M {OP1 } with Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs)
SETLEDA: displays accumulator A with LEDs
Different tiers of the approach consider the need for low-power and energy-efficient
operation.
• The middleware implements means for EHS DC negotiation. The negotiation can
either be done in-network or by a host-side instance controlling the network. Energy
and activity reports can be queried for gathering the needed information via the
same gateway that is used for injecting or commanding agents and gathering sensor
data from the WSN.
• For accessing the channel, different LPL MAC configurations can be chosen from.
Furthermore, the possible sending periods are slotted for TDMA for accessing available bandwidth. What still needs to be added is test scenarios with full overhearing
among all motes with using LPL.
• Based on that timing behavior for the application level DC and for the networking
layer, motes can run their agents by interpreting their instructions, and the host-side
part of the middleware - operated by a power management console - may be utilized
for load balancing among motes employing agent mobility.
• The workload of a mote is mainly determined by the number of active agents running
on it. Either by pre-determined rules coded in the agents’ memory space or controlled
by the console, agents may move or may be cloned. The middleware message for
migration can be as short as 7 byte agent header plus a 21 byte long data field. The
data field can contain a complete agent with 1 byte VO address 4 byte parameters
and a 16 byte instruction field containing up to 8 instructions.
Setting a DC and moving agents in the network, the power management console can
balance the load among different motes.
Figure 4.1 depicts messaging load profiles for a part of the network. Two agents are injected with one sending 3 messages and another one sending 6 messages per DC period. In
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Figure 4.2: Traces of a Mica2 mote PSM are shown. An agent is running on top of the
VM, hosted by MAMA, implementing a sensing application.

the event the network’s energy resources are not evenly drained, the workload is balanced
as shown by the cumulative function in Figure 4.1.
A typical profiling result of the agent-based approach by means of the TOSPIE2 environment is shown in Figure 4.2. The mote’s PSM is accurately tracked. Furthermore,
LEDs are toggled in this experiment to better analyze whether the timing behavior is
correctly working or not by visual inspection of simulation results as well as for hardware
runs.

4.2 The TOSPIE2 Setup and its Components
TOSPIE2 [1] is built around a power state database, its interconnecting interfaces, an
accurate measurement setup, a modified AEON, a proprietary EHS simulation in Matlab and a front-end implemented as Eclipse plug-in. The Simulation and Measurement
Interfacer (SiMeInterfacer) setup provides capabilities to remotely control TOSPIE2 components. The console and the user interface can communicate to remote or other local
components through the SiMeInterfacer as shown in Figure 4.3.
The power state database holds power and timing values for a platform’s power states.
In the event a power profile is not flat during a phase, the timing values are used to
describe how long these states last and annotate what their average power dissipation is.
All data from the database can be written and read from all master and slave components
in the system.
The Avrora environment and the National Instruments (NI) setup are extended with
debugging output for exact timing measurements of when power states are switched. This
setup allows automatically reading a PSM from Avrora and automatically tuning its values
with hardware measurement results if measurements show that a value needs correction.
The update is simple but powerful. It gets enabled by the PSM timing debug annotations
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Figure 4.3: System architecture concept for connections of the SiMeInterfacer for connecting TOSPIE2 components.

Figure 4.4: An overview of power state values needed for simulation of Mica2 motes.

that are used.
If the graphical user interface is used for comparing simulation and measurement results,
the developer can alter the PSM after visual inspection of the traces as well. This can
be useful for tuning the accuracy of power profiles of components that need fine grained
timing resolution like timers being fired. Figure 4.4 shows the dialog box for altering PSM
power values that is presented to the user.
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Figure 4.5: The automated PSM measurement setup and the extended setup (dotted area)
for EHS efficiency profiling have been used with a laboratory power supply.

Figure 4.6: The TOSPIE2 Eclipse plug-in user interface
The NI setup employs a digitizer for high speed measurements and a data acquisition
card for flexible measurement setups. It profiles up to two motes and one EHS at the
same time including digital lines from CPUs for capturing PSM timing debug statements
that set or reset single CPU pins with single-instruction statements. Figure 4.5 gives an
overview of the measurement system.
While there needs to be at least one master, there can be an arbitrary number of slaves
utilizing the same PSM and NI setup. Avrora and Matlab EHS simulation environments
and a separate automated TinyOS2 and TinyOS1 installation can be kept locally. Traces
of power profiles and all database access invocations can be sent via the network. This
allows remote utilization of the measurement setup. This may also give more accurate
results, because the measurement setup need not be altered manually. A team of developers designing and testing applications can utilize the TOSPIE2 setup with no need for
physically accessing the measurement setup once the hardware has been attached.
The TOSPIE2 front-end allows applying a number of commands from context sensitive
menus, from the menu bar and from menu icons as shown in Figure 4.6. As a precondition,
an install script needs to be executed. At the initial time of first using it, master or slave
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roles have to be chosen and a preference page has to be filled out for customizing the
plug-in for the developer and its environment.
The commands are as follows:
• The first icon evaluates a hardware power profile using Matlab. The power trace
comes up with power state switches annotated. Even under worst case conditions
its accuracy is below 2.1% relative error when measuring Mica2 motes. Other stateof-the-art motes can be measured as well.
• Cygwin starts up with the second icon. Registry entries for switching between
TinyOS1 and TinyOS2 under WindowsXP can automatically be replaced.
• Simulate a TinyOS program using Avrora. A dialog box comes up that allows
including monitors, sets applications to be simulated for single or networked motes
and asks for a timing resolution of the power trace. The timing parameter is crucial,
because the power trace sampling rate heavily impacts accuracy and performance.
• Evaluate an Avrora simulation run. A power trace comes up similar to that from
the hardware measurement with annotated state switches. An example is shown in
Figure 4.2. The accuracy of Avrora is limited, because the sampling rate cannot
be increased without significant performance drawbacks. Therefore, the evaluation
cannot usually be as accurate as a measurement with real hardware being given the
same time for its evaluation.
• ”Make Jar” allows the rebuilding of Avrora from scratch, e.g. when a new monitor
is implemented or an existing one has to be refined.
• The next icon starts the hardware measurement setup. After a warm up period, the
real measurement is performed and the power trace is sent to the TOSPIE2 instance
that has asked for it.
• The small black icon allows the updating of the PSM manually by the developer
using the dialog shown in Figure 4.4.
• ES13 is the discrete event simulator that has been included as a modeling tool for
harvesting-aware high-level simulation. It communicates with TOSPIE2’s PSM and
provides power profiles similar to Avrora. A major advantage is that the timing
resolution can easily be adjusted. The minimum sampling rate is that of top level
application configuration interfaces’ event rates, but it can easily be enhanced by
increasing the EHS part’s EHD sampling rate at specific times of the profile trading
accuracy for performance [1].
Further results achieved with the TOSPIE2 environment regarding battery performance
evaluation and modeling are presented and discussed in [16]. Profiling of battery performance characteristics is enabled by TOSPIE2 automation capabilities and high dynamic
range of measurement and simulation components.
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4.3 Extended Results Summary
While a large amount of data has been profiled, representing what can be analyzed, simulated and measured with the approaches discussed above or with other parts on NC in
Section 3.1 and on energy harvesting in Section 3.2, this chapter does not focus on discussing measurement results. Rather, its focus lies on providing insights into work that
has only been published to a certain extent or that has not yet been published at all.
Therefore, the case studies of this thesis are outlined in greater detail here, because minor contributions have had less of a focus regarding scientific dissemination. The overall
completeness of this thesis’ approach - especially regarding the major contribution for
achieving efficient WSNs with NC and EHSs with middleware integration - will be discussed in Chapter 5. These topics are comprehensively covered by publications presented
in Chapter 6.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter concludes this thesis with a discussion on scope and completeness of scientific
dissemination before contributed publications are included in Chapter 6. Future directions
and possible implications for WSNs and related fields and technologies are to be outlined.

5.1 Concluding Thesis Scope and Completeness
Within the broad context of WSNs, this thesis establishes TOSPIE2 - a tool suite for
WSN development with novel methodologies - and versatile middleware services as well
as simulation- and hardware-based profiling approaches, while focusing on the design of
efficient WSNs. Following the rule to not disregard side-effects and interplay of different
optimizations, novel versatile NC services and robust and efficient EHS designs are established and integrated for WSNs. These parts of major contribution and their achievements
that they stand for can well be quantified, while case studies’ achievements are better explained by outlining their functional characteristics and concepts.
Discussing the overall concept with a tiered system architecture and different development phases in mind, the work focuses on applicable and generic achievements for fostering
complete methodologies and expressive results. This is reflected by the structure of the
thesis itself. First, it is embedded in a scientific context and connects power-awareness and
energy-efficiency demands to related fields and applications. In particular, MANETs and
mapping of WSN research results to smartphones are considered. Second, the necessity
of efficient networking and hardware platforms is deduced from a project-oriented view of
WSN development and deployment with top-down approaches. The resulting need and
contribution claims are then worked on in a bottom-up manner. Energy harvesting concepts are briefly surveyed and efficient strategies are formulated, implemented and tested.
Efficient networking using EHAR mechanisms are then implemented and used for comparison of NC approaches. Energy management and service integration approaches - all
considering the necessary usage of LPL mechanisms - then further climb up the system
architectures. A cross layer intersection for using indoor and outdoor localization services
is included as well as measurement and simulation integration at different stages of the
design and at different levels of abstraction of the architecture. Energy management and
virtualization at the middleware layer further propagates energy-efficiency to the application layer together with a host-based power management console. Furthermore, the
TOSPIE2 environment provides the means for offline emulation and simulation of poweraware and energy-efficient strategies. Especially, for exploring different strategies in a
laboratory environment, before deploying a characteristic in a network by means of suitable configuration and agent injection, an invaluable tool is provided for running VOs on
WSNs.
The major outcomes and achievements regarding the main contribution in the area of
NC and EHS enhancements of WSNs are as follows. XOR-coding as NC is introduced
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for WSNs in different flavors. LNC and ANC allow seamless integration into routing
optimization metrics, heterogeneous networks and readily working application scenarios.
SNC and ONC show scalable behavior and general applicability with an achievable coding
advantage leading to energy conservation between 15 % and 50 %. Integration of energy
management schemes with EHS-enhanced WSNs and harvesting service integration has
been proven to work in simulation and with hardware experiments. Approaches are of little computational overhead, they need hardly any additional space for code and only little
overhead in terms of delay has to be accepted. Robustness to noise and different sending
rates, more than sufficient for monitoring and control applications, are profiled to be working for different harvesting protocol configurations as well as for different communication
paradigms.
Energy harvesting profiling and characterization along with prototype implementation
have been pursued along two directions. A modular EHD measurement and software
characterization environment allows gathering experience and serves as a blueprint for the
proprietary EHS simulation environment within TOSPIE2. State-of-the-art DC implementations can be tested and implementing thresholds turns out to improve reliability.
An application-tailored implementation called RiverMote is a case study for a low-cost
efficiency-by-design approach with fault tolerance implemented including back-up mechanisms. Especially, BOS times of up to more than 3 weeks can be achieved with the efficiently implemented energy storage architecture. In-situ measurements of EHD profiles,
energy budgets and mote power dissipation of little error in relevant areas are implemented.
Summing up, the following groups of contribution can be identified in this thesis.
• Different NC strategies are developed and applied to WSNs, enabling power-aware
networking for WSN middleware systems.
• Energy-efficient EHS hardware prototypes are presented and integrated by means of
middleware services.
• The concept of using VOs is realized for running multiple power-aware applications
in a single WSN.
• Versatile simulation and measurement tools provide powerful features for developing
WSNs when using the TOSPIE2 environment.

5.2 Possible Future Directions
While the focus of this thesis is on presenting a self-sustained approach, several issues considered out of scope are not included and several future directions with possible promising
outcomes are not yet explored.
Different fields might benefit from NC capabilities. In particular, for implementations
tackling the computationally hard problem of finding routing trees and coding rules, usage
of different finite fields and random NC methods may be an enabling factor. This may in
turn give freedom for achieving better coding advantage as well, although the approach
may be less appropriate for being applied to WSNs compared to scenarios of peer-topeer networking in dense wireless networks of platforms of higher computational power.
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Further wireless applications that may benefit from the approach presented here may be
smartphones, especially when it comes to streaming applications.
Novel promising approaches include physical layer NC, especially for cognitive radio
systems. Instead of exploiting the decodable superposition of logical information flows,
physical signals are synchronized and interfered. However, there are no working hardware
prototypes available yet. Furthermore, possible integration of NC as presented in this
thesis by means of physical layer NC and source coding or compression techniques may
be of further benefit for WSN NC and wireless NC in general.
Within the presented types of NC for WSNs, questions remain, that are not yet covered
in detail. Additional NC structures might be characterized for their applicability to LNC
for WSNs allowing for a greater number of opportunities where energy can be conserved
from sending fewer messages. ANC, currently described for quasi-stationary deployments,
could be extended to mobile applications and therefore initialization overhead could be
considered a promising optimization issue. SNC and ONC currently neglecting the possibility for inter-session NC could be tuned further towards taking that into account.
The connection of NC with harvesting in the form of EHAR may deserve further consideration as well. As current studies on the issue back up the need for novel EHAR
considerations, the thesis at hand lets one expect it to be beneficial to incorporate overhearing costs of neighboring motes into a given mote’s routing metric. Moreover, what
has vastly contributed to the development of WSN routing metrics, publicly available
testbeds, could be beneficial for harvesting considerations as well. Little work exists in
that area. Extending that and further working towards introducing benchmarking approaches for WSNs, may be a necessary step for establishing large scale deployments and
industry strength developments of WSNs.
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6 Contributed Publications
Publications reprinted in this chapter are grouped into four categories as introduced in
Chapter 3. A mapping of all publications included in this thesis is depicted in Figure 6.1.
The main contribution regarding NC and harvesting for WSNs is covered by publications
1.1 through 1.6 and publications 2.1 through 2.4 respectively. Application considerations
and the TOSPIE2 toolchain are represented by publications 3.1 through 3.4 and publications 4.1 through 4.3. As for other mappings in this thesis as well, sometimes they are
ambigious. As an example, publication 3.2 can be considered a middleware service, but it
could be considered an example for comparing simulation and measurement results as well.
All publications abbreviated with their workshop or conference name as acronym and its
year of publication are published through IEEE and ACM and contain copyright statements accordingly. Journal articles are published through EJSE and IJAACS as stated on
their reprints. The publications published through IJAACS (publication 1.6) as well as
book chapters through IGI Global (publication 4.2) and CRC Press (publication 4.3) are
prior to entering the printing stage at the time of writing of this thesis. Preprint drafts
are included as accepted by the editor.

Figure 6.1: The structure of contributed publications is mapped to different aspects of this
thesis.
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6 Contributed Publications

The first group of publications makes up the dissemination regarding the power-aware
networking approaches with NC for WSNs as discussed in Section 3.1.
Publication 1.1: P. M. Glatz and R. Weiss, “LINDONCS: Localized In-Network Detection Of Network Coding Structures in Wireless Sensor Networks,” in Proceedings of the
4th ACM International Workshop on Performance Monitoring, Measurement and Evaluation of Heterogeneous Wireless and Wired Networks, 2009, pp. 17 – 24.
Publication 1.2: P. M. Glatz, L. B. Hörmann, C. Steger, and R. Weiss, “Implementing
Autonomous Network Coding for Wireless Sensor Network Applications,” in Proceedings
of the 18th International Conference on Telecommunications, 2011, pp. 9 – 14.
Publication 1.3: P. M. Glatz, K. B. Hein, and R. Weiss, “Energy Conservation with
Network Coding for Wireless Sensor Networks with Multiple Crossed Information Flows,”
in Proceedings of the 10th International Symposium on Pervasive Systems, Algorithms,
and Networks, 2009, pp. 202 – 207.
Publication 1.4: P. M. Glatz, L. B. Hörmann, C. Steger, and R. Weiss, “Opportunistic
Network Coding for Energy Conservation in Wireless Sensor Networks,” in Proceedings
of the Ninth Annual Communication Networks and Services Research Conference, 2011,
pp. 239 – 246.
Publication 1.5: P. M. Glatz, J. Loinig, C. Steger, and R. Weiss, “A First Step Towards
Energy Management for Network Coding in Wireless Sensor Networks,” in Proceedings of
the 9th IEEE Malaysia International Conference on Communications, 2009, pp. 905–910.
Publication 1.6: P. M. Glatz, K. B. Hein, and R. Weiss, “Scalable Network Coding
for Wireless Sensor Network Energy Conservation,” International Journal of Autonomous
and Adaptive Communications, accepted for publication.
Energy-efficient harvesting constitutes the topics of the second group of publications
that are mapped to issues discussed in Section 3.2.
Publication 2.1: P. M. Glatz, P. Meyer, A. Janek, T. Trathnigg, C. Steger, and R. Weiss,
“A Measurement Platform for Energy Harvesting and Software Characterization in WSNs,”
in Proceedings of the IFIP/IEEE Wireless Days Conference, 2008, pp. 1 – 5.
Publication 2.2: P. M. Glatz, L. B. Hörmann, C. Steger, and R. Weiss, “Designing
Sustainable Wireless Sensor Networks with Efficient Energy Harvesting Systems,” in Proceedings of the IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference - Service and
Application Track, 2011, pp. 2018 – 2023.
Publication 2.3: P. M. Glatz, L. B. Hörmann, C. Steger, and R. Weiss, “Designing Perpetual Energy Harvesting Systems explained with RiverMote: A Wireless Sensor Network
Platform for River Monitoring,” Electronic Journal of Structural Engineering, Special
Issue: Wireless Sensor Networks and Practical Applications, pp. 55 – 65, 2010.
Publication 2.4: P. M. Glatz, L. B. Hörmann, C. Steger, and R. Weiss, “Low-Cost
Reliable Blackout Sustainability of Wireless Sensor Networks with Energy Harvesting
Systems,” in Proceedings of the 17th European Wireless Conference, 2011, pp. 155 – 162.
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The next group of publications makes up the dissemination regarding the first case study
with related middleware approaches and services for WSNs discussed in Section 3.3.
Publication 3.1: P. M. Glatz, L. B. Hörmann, C. Steger, and R. Weiss, “MAMA: MultiApplication MiddlewAre for Efficient Wireless Sensor Networks,” in Proceedings of the
18th International Conference on Telecommunications, 2011, pp. 1 – 8.
Publication 3.2: P. M. Glatz, C. Steger, and R. Weiss, “Design, Simulation and Measurement of an Accurate Wireless Sensor Network Localization System,” in Proceedings of
the 5th ACM workshop on Performance monitoring and measurement of heterogeneous
wireless and wired networks, 2010, pp. 1 – 8.
Publication 3.3: P. M. Glatz, L. B. Hörmann, C. Steger, and R. Weiss, “HANS: Harvesting Aware Networking Service for Energy Management in Wireless Sensor Networks,” in
Proceedings of the 18th International Conference on Telecommunications, 2011, pp. 191
– 196.
Publication 3.4: P. M. Glatz, L. B. Hörmann, C. Steger, and R. Weiss, “A System for
Accurate Characterization of Wireless Sensor Networks with Power States and Energy
Harvesting System Efficiency,” in Proceedings of the Sixth IEEE International Workshop
on Sensor Networks and Systems for Pervasive Computing, 2010, pp. 468 – 473.
The last group of publications deals with topics concerned with the development process
of WSNs supported by TOSPIE2. It makes up the second case study and it is discussed
in Section 3.4.
Publication 4.1: P. M. Glatz, C. Steger, and R. Weiss, “TOSPIE2: Tiny Operating System Plug-In for Energy Estimation,” in Proceedings of the 9th ACM/IEEE International
Conference on Information Processing in Sensor Networks, 2010, pp. 410 – 411.
Publication 4.2: P. M. Glatz and R. Weiss, “Architecturing Resource Aware Sensor Grid
Middleware: Avoiding Common Errors in Design, Simulation, Test and Measurement,”
in Computational and Data Grids: Principles, Designs, and Applications, N. Preve, Ed.
IGI Global, 2011.
Publication 4.3: P. M. Glatz, L. B. Hörmann, C. Steger, and R. Weiss, “Towards Modeling
Support for Low-Power and Harvesting Wireless Sensors for Realistic Simulation of Intelligent Energy-Aware Middleware,” in Energy Optimization and Scavenging Techniques
for Mobile Devices and Networks, H. Venkataraman and G.-M. Muntean, Eds. Accepted
for publication by CRC Press, 2012.
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7 Acronmys
ADC

Analog Digital Converter

ANC

Autonomous Network Coding

BOS

Black-Out Sustainability

CPU

Central Processing Unit

DC

Duty Cycle

DLC

Double-Layer Capacitor

ECD

Equivalent Circuit Diagram

EEM

Energy Harvesting System Efficiency Model

EHAR

Energy Harvesting Aware Routing

EHD

Energy Harvesting Device

EHS

Energy Harvesting System

ENO

Energy Neutral Operation

GPS

Global Positioning System

LED

Light Emitting Diode

LNC

Localized Network Coding

LPL

Low-Power Listening

MAC

Media Access Control

MAMA

Multi-Application MiddlewAre

MANET

Mobile Ad-Hoc Network

MPPT

Maximum Power Point Tracking

NC

Network Coding

NI

National Instruments

ONC

Opportunistic Network Coding

OS

Operating System
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7 Acronmys

OtAP

Over-the-Air Programming

PDF

Probability Density Function

PSM

Power State Model

SiMeInterfacer Simulation and Measurement Interfacer
SNC

Scalable Network Coding

SoC

State of Charge

SoH

State of Health

TDMA

Time Division Multiple Access

TinyOS

Tiny Operating System

TOSPIE2

Tiny Operating System Plug-In with Energy Estimation

VM

Virtual Machine

VO

Virtual Organization

WSN

Wireless Sensor Network
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